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 taking into account inferred goals (layer GL), detected errors (layer 
AML), contextual information (layer OML) and shared task knowl-
edge (STKL). The goal inference capacity is based on motor simu-
lation (ASL).

As a specific example we present the scheme of layers and cor-
responding pools of neurons regarding the joint construction of 
the toy object called L-shape used in the experiments reported in 
the paper.

The following tables list for the various layers which task-
relevant information the different neural populations repre-
sent. For layers ASL and AEL this information has been given 
in the paper.

This file contains additional model details regarding:

 (i) Inter-field couplings
 (ii)  Connection scheme for the neural pools in the layered 

architecture
(iii) Numerical values for the dynamic field parameters
(iv) Numerical values for the inter-field synaptic weights

Inter-fIeld couplIng
Figure S1 illustrates the coupling between two dynamic fields (DNFs), 
i.e. how an input to a field u

i
 arises as the result of activation in a con-

nected field u
l
. Specifically it depicts how each term in Eq. 4 (i.e. input 

from connected fields u
l
 modeled by Gaussian functions) is created.

connectIon scheme for the neural pools In the 
layered archItecture
Figure S2 illustrates in more detail (see also Figure 2B) the dynamic 
control architecture for the flexible mapping of action observa-
tion (layer AOL) onto complementary action selection (layer AEL), 
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Figure S1 | The figure depicts two connected dynamic fields. For simplicity only one inter-field connection is shown. The activation pattern in field ul centered at 
yj (representing the center of subpopulation j) propagates through the inter-field synaptic link amj to subpopulation m in field ui, and creates a Gaussian input (dashed 
line) as defined by Eq. 4.

Figure S2 | Scheme of layers and corresponding pools of neurons regarding the joint construction of the L-shape. Each ellipse represents a dynamic field 
and each circle represents a pool of neurons (i.e. a subpopulation). The straight lines represent the synaptic links between different pools in different dynamic fields. 
To avoid crowding not all connections are shown in the figure.
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Table S1 | Subpopulations in layer AOL.

Four DNFs representing 

hand gestures

Subpopulation 

‘label’

Meaning: object type

Toward objects: C1 Short slat

 Reaching C2 Medium slat

 Grasping C3 Yellow bolt

 Pointing C4 Orange nut

C5 Other component (not 

part of the L-shape)

Not toward objects: H Hold out empty hand

 Hold out gesture  

Table S2 | Subpopulations in layer speech.

DNF representing speech 

input

Subpopulation 

‘label’

Meaning

requesting a component C1 Short slat

 ‘Give me a/the …’ C2 Medium slat

C3 Yellow bolt

C4 Orange nut

C5 Other component (not 

part of the L-shape)

‘Yes’ Yes Affirmative verbal 

response by the user

‘No’ No Negative verbal 

response by the user

Table S3 | Subpopulations in layer STKL.

Four DNFs representing 

shared task knowledge

Subpopulation 

‘label’

Meaning: serial order of 

subtasks/components

Present subtasks T1 Use short slat

Next subtasks (taking 

into account user’s 

inferred goal)

T2 Use medium slat

Past subtasks T3 Use yellow bolt

Not yet possible T4 Use orange nut

Table S4 | Subpopulations in layer OML.

Two DNF representing the 

distribution of relevant pieces 

in the two workspaces

Subpopulation 

‘label’

Meaning: in the 

workspace there 

exists a…

Robot’s workspace C1 Short slat

Human’s workspace C2 Medium slat

C3 Yellow bolt

C4 Orange nut

Table S5 | Subpopulations in layer gL.

DNF representing Subpopulation ‘label’ Meaning

G1 User wants to use a 

short slat

G2 User wants to use a 

medium slat

Goals

G3 User wants to use a 

yellow bolt 

G4 User wants to use an 

orange nut

G5 User wants to use other 

type of component (not 

part of the target object)

Table S6 | Subpopulations in layer AML.

DNF representing Subpopulation 

‘label’

Meaning

Detected conflicts underlying 

user’s action and/or goal 

(in this example corresponds 

essentially to serial errors)

E1 User wants to use a 

short slat again

E2 User wants to use a 

medium slat again

E3 User wants to use a 

yellow bolt again

E4 User wants to use an 

orange nut again

E5 User wants to use a 

short slat but he cannot 

yet

E6 User wants to use a 

medium slat but he 

cannot yet

E7 User wants to use a 

yellow bolt but he 

cannot yet

E8 User wants to use an 

orange nut but he 

cannot yet

E9 User wants to use 

other type of 

component that is not 

part of the target object
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Sampling distance along x: dx′ (Eq. 1) 1

τi (Eq. 1) 10.0 × dt

hi (Eq. 2) −0.5 × max W

Ai (Eq. 2) 12

σi (Eq. 2) 1.5

winhib,i (Eq. 2) 9

Layers: OML & STKL

Parameters Values

Number of pools of neurons: Npools 4

Centers of the subpopulations: xm xm = (m − 1) × 10, m = 1,…,Npools 

(in Eq. 4)

Sampling distance along x: dx′ (Eq. 1) 1

τi (Eq. 1) 5.0 × dt

hi (Eq. 2) −0.1 × max W

Intrafield interaction: w(x) = wexc(x) − wini(x), 

where wexc and wini are given by Eq. 2

wexc: 

 Ai (Eq. 2) 10

 σi (Eq. 2) 1.5

 winhib,i (Eq. 2) 0

wini: 

 Ai (Eq. 2) 8

 σi (Eq. 2) 2

 winhib,i (Eq. 2) 0

numerIcal values for the Inter-fIeld synaptIc 
weIghts
The tables below show the numerical values for the synaptic weights 
of the connections between neural populations in different layers. 
Connections not included have weight zero.
•	 Synaptic	weights	from	AOL	to	ASL:

DNFs in AOL → ASL Synaptic link aASL,AOL Weight

Reaching → ASL aA1,C1 40

 aA2,C2 40

 aA3,C3 40

 aA4,C4 40

 aA5,C5 50

Grasping → ASL aA1,C1 40

 aA2,C2 40

 aA3,C3 40

 aA4,C4 40

 aA5,C5 50

Holding out empty aA6,H 30 

hand → ASL

 aA7,H 30

 aA8,H 30

 aA9,H 30

 aA10,H 30

Pointing → ASL aA6,C1 44

 aA7,C2 40

 aA8,C3 40

 aA9,C4 40

 aA10,C5 50

numerIcal values for the dynamIc fIeld parameters
Details on the discretization and numerical computation of the 
dynamic field equation (Eq. 1) may be found in Erlhagen and Bicho 
(2006). We list in the tables below the parameters used to perform 
the experiments.
Layer: ASL

Parameters Values

Number of pools of neurons, i.e. 

subpopulations: Npools

10

Centers of the subpopulations: xm  

(in Eq. 4)

xm = (m − 1) × 10, m = 1,…,Npools

Sampling distance along x: dx′ (Eq. 1) 1

τi (Eq. 1) 5.0 × dt (where dt is the 

computational cycle)

hi (Eq. 2) −0.7 × max W

Ai (Eq. 2) 13.5

σi (Eq. 2) 1.5

winhib,i (Eq. 2) 10.5

Layer: gL

Parameters Values

Number of pools of neurons: Npools 5

Centers of the subpopulations: xm 

(in Eq. 4)

xm = (m − 1) × 10, m = 1,…,Npools

sampling distance along x: dx′ (Eq. 1) 1

τi (Eq. 1) 5.0 × dt

hi (Eq. 2) −1.1 × max W

Ai (Eq. 2) 6.0

σi (Eq. 2) 1.5

winhib,i (Eq. 2) 4.5

Layer: AML

Parameters Values

Number of pools of neurons: Npools 9

Centers of the subpopulations: xm (in 

Eq. 4)

xm = (m − 1) × 10, m = 1,…,Npools

Sampling distance along x: dx′ (Eq. 1) 1

τi (Eq. 1) 5.0 × dt

hi (Eq. 2) −2.0 × max W

Ai (Eq. 2) 6.0

σi (Eq. 2) 1.5

winhib,i (Eq. 2) 4.5

Layer: AeL

Parameters Values

Number of pools of neurons: Npools 9

Centers of the subpopulations: xm xm = (m − 1) × 10, m = 1,…,Npools 

(in Eq. 4)
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•	 Synaptic	weights	from	GL	to	AML:

DNF in gL → AML Synaptic link aAML,gL Weight

 aE1,G1 20

 aE5,G1 20

 aE2,G2 20

GL aE6,G2 20

 aE3,G3 20

 aE7,G3 20

 aE4,G4 20

 aE8,G4 20

 aE9,G5 60

•	 Synaptic	weights	from	STKL	to	AML:

DNFs in STKL → AML Synaptic link aAML,STKL Weight

STKL past → AML aE1,T1 20

 aE2,T2 20

 aE3,T3 20

 aE4,T4 20

STKL ny → AML aE5,T1 20

 aE6,T2 20

 aE7,T3 20

 aE8,T4 20

•	 Synaptic	weights	from	GL	to	AEL:

DNF in gL → AeL Synaptic link aAeL,gL Weight

GL → AEL aA1,G1 30

 aA2,G2 30

 aA3,G3 30

 aA4,G4 30

•	 Synaptic	weights	from	OML	to	AEL:

DNFs in OML → AeL Synaptic link aAeL,OML Weight

OML – Robot Workspace → AEL aA1,C1 30

 aA5,C1 −15

 aA2,C2 30

 aA6,C2 −15

 aA3,C3 30

 aA7,C3 −15

 aA4,C4 30

 aA8,C4 −15

OML – Human Workspace → AEL aA1,C1 −50

 aA5,C1 20

 aA2,C2 −50

 aA6,C2 20

 aA3,C3 −50

 aA7,C3 20

 aA4,C4 −50

 aA8,C4 20

•	 Synaptic	weights	from	speech	layer	to	ASL:

DNF in speech → ASL Synaptic link aASL,speech Weight

Speech → ASL aA6,C1 38

 aA7,C2 36

 aA8,C3 36

 aA9,C4 36

 aA10,C5 50

•	 Synaptic	weights	from	OML	to	ASL:

DNFs in OML → ASL Synaptic link aASL,OML Weight

OML – Robot Workspace → ASL aA6,C1 10

 aA7,C2 10

 aA8,C3 10

 aA9,C4 10

OML – Human Workspace → ASL aA1,C1 10

 aA2,C2 10

 aA3,C3 10

 aA4,C4 10

 aA6,C1 −20

 aA7,C2 −20

 aA8,C3 −20

 aA9,C4 −20

•	 Synaptic	weights	from	STKL	to	present	to	ASL:

DNF in STKL → ASL Synaptic link aASL,STKL,present Weight

STKL present → ASL aA1,T1 20

 aA2,T2 20

 aA3,T3 20

 aA4,T4 20

 aA6,T1 20

 aA7,T2 20

 aA8,T3 20

 aA9,T4 20

•	 Synaptic	weights	from	ASL	to	GL:

DNF in ASL → gL Synaptic link agL,ASL Weight

ASL → GL aG1,A1 20

 aG2,A2 20

 aG3,A3 20

 aG4,A4 20

 aG5,A5 20

 aG1,A6 20

 aG2,A7 20

 aG3,A8 20

 aG4,A9 20

 aG5,A10 20
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•	 Synaptic	weights	from	STKL	to	AEL:

DNFs in STKL → AeL Synaptic link aAeL,STKL Weight

STKL present → AEL aA1,T1 20

 aA3,T1 −10

 aA4,T1 −10

 aA7,T1 −10

 aA8,T1 −10

 aA2,T2 20

 aA3,T2 −10

 aA4,T2 −10

 aA7,T2 −10

 aA8,T2 −10

 aA1,T3 −10

 aA2,T3 −10

 aA3,T3 20

 aA5,T3 −10

 aA6,T3 −10

 aA1,T4 −10

 aA2,T4 −10

 aA4,T4 20

 aA5,T4 −10

 aA6,T4 −10

STKL next → AEL aA1,T1 40

 aA2,T2 40

 aA3,T3 40

 aA4,T4 40

 aA5,T1 20

 aA6,T2 20

 aA7,T3 20

 aA8,T4 20

•	 Synaptic	weights	from	AML	to	AEL:

DNF in AML → AeL Synaptic link aAeL,AML Weight

 aA1,E1 −35

 aA2,E1 20

 aA3,E1 20

 aA4,E1 20

 aA6,E1 20

 aA7,E1 20

 aA8,E1 20

 aA1,E2 20

 aA2,E2 −35

 aA3,E2 20

 aA4,E2 20

 aA5,E2 20

AML → AEL aA7,E2 20

 aA8,E2 20

 aA1,E3 −35

 aA2,E3 −35

 aA3,E3 −35

 aA4,E3 −35

 aA9,E3 50

 aA1,E4 −35

 aA2,E4 −35

DNF in AML → AeL Synaptic link aAeL,AML Weight

 aA3,E4 −35

 aA4,E4 −35

 aA9,E4 50

 aA1,E5 −35

 aA2,E5 −35

 aA3,E5 −35

 aA4,E5 −35

 aA9,E5 50

 aA1,E6 −35

 aA2,E6 −35

 aA3,E6 −35

 aA4,E6 −35

 aA9,E6 50

 aA1,E7 20

 aA2,E7 24

 aA3,E7 −35

 aA4,E7 −35

 aA5,E7 20

 aA6,E7 24

 aA1,E8 20

 aA2,E8 24

 aA3,E8 −35

 aA4,E8 −35

 aA5,E8 20

 aA6,E8 24

 aA1,E9 20

 aA2,E9 20

 aA3,E9 20

 aA4,E9 20

 aA5,E9 20

 aA6,E9 20

 aA7,E9 20

 aA8,E9 20
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